Consider the following ways
to utilize Freedom's Feast's
Resources for learning:
•

•

•

•

•

Conduct a formal
reading of the
ceremony with a
discussion following.
Use the ceremony to
structure a discussion.
Stop at key places to
explore individuals,
events or concepts.
Use visuals from
ceremony hyperlink
sites or recommended
reading lists to trigger
discussion.
Have students read
the ceremony in
advance. Create
student research
teams to explore then
lead discussions on
key individuals, events
or concepts at preselected stops during
ceremony or after
reading ceremony.
Invite parents or other
community members
to join students.
Follow a ceremony
reading table talk
intergenerational
exercise (real time or
virtual depending on
partners). Record the
results through
reporters and create
your own class history
stories featuring your
military heroes.
Use the resources in
“Celebrate Your Way”
to organize a class
service project to
benefit those serving
in the military. Have
students decide what
they want to do and
why, then organize an
initiative and strategy
to meet their goal.

Memorial Day
Sample Lesson Plan
(Multi-day with in-home component)
Home/School Group assignment (before the ceremony):
Ask students to complete “Taking Action: Learning
Through Stories,” another Table Talk exercise.
Highlight a few questions from the activity to
encourage group discussion about military service.
1. Ceremony – select five to six readers in advance; rehearse and read with

class and invited guests including four stops during the ceremony for
discussion. Choose stops that enable guests to share their experiences,
students to share research or video links that might create interesting
exchanges. 25 minutes
2. Invite Guest Speaker(s) – military members and veterans are often happy to

share their experiences. These first-hand stories from current and former
members of the armed forces are incredibly impactful to students. Also
consider post ceremony, asking them to conduct a few basic boot camp
exercises. Students love this! 25 minutes
3. Home/School Group assignment (right after the ceremony): Hand out “Acting

For Those Who Serve” and encourage students individually or as partners
to complete one of the many suggestions within the activity.
4. Keepsake Exercise. Share "Create A Keepsake" handout with class. Ask

students to think about their keepsake design. Complete keepsake at
home and share their finished projects on the educational platform you are
using. 1 hour assigned over a few days.
5. Include conversation/discussion about front-line workers of all kinds who

are working to protect and keep all of us safer during the Covid 19
pandemic.
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